A year has passed since we published “A Changing Global Gas Order,” our perspective on the unfolding changes in the global gas market. In this commentary, we take a fresh look at emerging gas market trends in light of some of the momentous developments over the past 12 months.

**Recent Developments on the Supply Side**

Last year confirmed once again that natural gas faces no real resource constraints. The primary challenge is to monetize vast deposits of natural gas molecules in the face of a challenging investment environment, an increasingly stringent carbon agenda, and a growing public impatience with the pace of the transition to a low-carbon economy. The monetization challenge is perhaps nowhere more visible than in the low number of final investment decisions (FIDs) on new LNG liquefaction projects. The relatively small (3.4 mtpa) Coral FLNG project in Mozambique was the only project to reach FID in 2017, marking the second consecutive year of subdued investment activity. No major international pipeline projects reached FID in 2017, although Gazprom’s TurkStream started construction last year with no clear FID and some permits still missing for the onshore section of the pipeline on the Turkish side.

Slowly but surely the current wave of new liquefaction projects—mostly from the United States and Australia—is coming to the market. Shell inaugurated the Prelude FLNG project in Australia, and the Wheatstone and Ichthys projects are continuing to ramp up production. Cove Point in the United States started operations in early 2018, and Russia’s Yamal LNG entered service in late 2017, on schedule and on budget, to the surprise of many initial skeptics in the industry.

Amid a continued standoff between Qatar and some of its neighbors, Qatar Petroleum doubled down on its earlier expansion plans, and it is now looking to increase export capacity to 100 mtpa (from 77 mtpa today) with the addition of three megatrains. The expansion will cement Qatar’s position as the world’s largest LNG exporter throughout much of the next decade and will likely involve supermajor partners, with Shell, Total, and Exxon Mobil.
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rumored to be among the likely candidates. It is worth noting that Qatar’s decision to lift the moratorium on the development of the North Field, which had been in place since 2005, came months before the diplomatic rift with Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain, and Egypt. Therefore, we believe that Qatar’s initial expansion plan was chiefly motivated by commercial considerations and a desire to discourage higher-cost suppliers from reaching FID. But the imposition of the embargo in June 2017 most likely played a role in Qatar’s decision to put forward a more ambitious expansion plan in July, and—as Qatar Petroleum CEO Saad Sherida al-Kaabi put it in a recent interview—to “go full-fledged LNG.”

Several conventional gas projects have moved forward in addition to LNG. The development of the Zohr field in Egypt has progressed rapidly, and—together with other resources in the Mediterranean—it could soon enable Egypt to become a net exporter of LNG once again. Russia’s Gazprom continued to export record volumes of gas to the European market, thanks largely to growing output from the new Yamal producing region, the recovery of the European economy, more stringent environmental regulations in the European Union (EU), and the rise of global coal prices. Gazprom has a vast low-cost resource base, and as a forthcoming Columbia paper will show, the company is well positioned to further increase production, should market conditions (and the political climate) enable additional exports to Europe. Chinese natural gas production continues to grow apace, mainly driven by conventional gas for the moment. Shale gas production could also see a material increase in the near future, even though initial estimates of China’s shale gas potential were overly optimistic. In anticipation of more material production volumes, Sinopec is now looking to build liquefaction plants to turn domestic shale gas into LNG for regional transport.

**Will the Demand Surprise Continue?**

Demand for natural gas, and especially for LNG, has surprised most analysts on the upside, as a November 2017 CGEP study titled “They Might Be Giants: How New and Emerging LNG Importers Are Reshaping the Waterborne Gas Market” clearly demonstrated. An important question is to what extent this strong demand growth can continue.

China is perhaps the most closely watched driver of demand at the moment, following a remarkable year of booming natural gas consumption and LNG imports in 2017. The outlook seems rather bullish for the next few years, as the Chinese government remains determined to clean up the air and has ambitious goals to increase the share of gas in the energy mix to 10 percent by 2020 from around 7 percent today. By one estimate, every percentage point increase is roughly equivalent to 25 mtpa of additional LNG imports to China, more than India’s entire 20 mtpa LNG demand in 2017. However, we should note that China’s efforts to replace coal with gas have mainly concentrated on the residential and industrial sectors, while in power generation, China is switching from subcritical coal to higher-efficiency and lower-emissions coal rather than from coal to gas. China is adding substantial regas and pipeline capacity to accommodate growing LNG imports, but the continued expansion of the distribution grid further downstream depends largely on continued state subsidies for connecting millions of households to the gas transmission network each year. Domestic production and pipeline imports are also competing with LNG. China’s domestic production—including from shale gas basins—can accelerate further in the coming years. Meanwhile, China
is adding substantial cross-border pipeline capacities from Russia and Central Asia, and it has some unused capacity on its existing import pipelines as well. With all these other supply options at hand, it is far from guaranteed that all (or even most) of China’s incremental gas demand will be met with imported LNG in the longer term.

India, which is sometimes seen as the next China when it comes to LNG demand, has even more ambitious goals than China, targeting a 15 percent share for natural gas in the primary energy mix by 2022. However, India has a much patchier track record in achieving ambitious government goals than China, so we would interpret the current targets to be aspirational rather than taking them literally. There is no shortage of pent-up gas demand in India, but downstream connectivity is a real problem, caused largely by bureaucracy, regulatory conflicts between state and central governments, opposition to pipeline construction by farmers, and a scarcity of capital at cash-poor gas utilities. While the recently announced government plan to build 11 new regasification terminals over the next seven years sounds impressive, it is worth keeping in mind that two of India’s four existing LNG import facilities operate substantially below capacity as a result of infrastructure bottlenecks. India’s gas and LNG demand is also believed to be extremely price sensitive, so the evolution of imported LNG prices could fundamentally alter the demand outlook in India in short order.

One of the remarkable developments of the past few years has been the rapid LNG demand growth in a group of new and emerging LNG importing countries led by Pakistan, Egypt, and Jordan, among many others. New and emerging importers will most likely remain important drivers of LNG demand growth going forward, and FSRUs have proven to be a real game-changing technology for opening up new markets for LNG. The outlook is most promising in countries that already have a well-developed gas market and downstream natural gas infrastructure in place, like most countries in the Middle East and in South and Southeast Asia. Pakistan and Bangladesh, alongside new importers like Myanmar, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, and the Philippines, as well as some established ones like Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore, will most likely see substantial growth in coming years. At the same time, opening up new markets has been much more challenging in places where the downstream infrastructure is missing (like in sub-Saharan Africa), or the pockets of demand are small and fragmented (like in the Caribbean). LNG-to-power projects, which provide downstream demand in complement to the import facility, can help resolve issues around missing downstream infrastructure, and small-scale LNG distribution can help open small and fragmented markets for LNG, without the need to build capital-intensive pipeline networks in the process. The Klaipeda LNG import facility in Lithuania also illustrates that small-scale distribution can extend the supply radius of existing import terminals beyond national borders. LNG distribution by trucks and small vessels currently serves demand across the three Baltic states as well as in northern Poland. With additional infrastructure, Finland and Sweden will also be able to tap into LNG, thanks to a single import facility in Lithuania.

While the industry has been focusing on China, India, and emerging importers as the primary growth drivers for LNG, we believe that Europe could also see substantial structural growth in natural gas imports over the next decade and emerge as an unlikely growth market for LNG. This dynamic is partly driven by sharply declining domestic production, which will be further accelerated by the Dutch government’s decision to completely phase out production
at the Groningen gas field in the Netherlands. At its peak in 2013, the Groningen field produced 54 bcm (5.2 Bcf/d), and it was the largest gas field in the European Union by a large margin. Since then, a series of earthquakes prompted the Dutch government to introduce progressively tightening caps on production, which currently stand at 21.6 bcm (2.1 Bcf/d). At the beginning of this year, the Dutch regulator recommended lowering the cap to 12 bcm (1.2 Bcf/d) “as quickly as possible,” and in March 2018 the minister of economic affairs decided to completely halt production from the field by 2030. Meanwhile, several European countries (including the UK, France, and Italy) have committed to phase out coal from power generation in the first half of the next decade, and more countries (including Germany) are considering similar steps on a longer-term horizon. Germany’s nuclear phaseout will also conclude by the end of 2022. These measures could create substantial room for natural gas (besides renewables) in electricity generation. Meanwhile, the chilly political relations with Russia, the unresolved fate of Nord Stream 2 and the uncertainty around Russian gas transit through Ukraine post-2019 make it exceedingly difficult to predict how much of the incremental import demand will be met with Russian pipeline gas, if any at all. These uncertainties could create opportunities for LNG—and possibly for other pipeline gas suppliers—to capture additional market share in Europe in the first half of the 2020s.

The marine transportation sector is also considered a potentially important growth driver for LNG once the IMO’s new sulfur emission standards enter into force from 2020. However, we believe that this demand potential is only material in the long term, as it could take several years before LNG makes significant inroads as a bunker fuel due to the slow turnover rate of the global shipping fleet. In the meantime, the IMO rules can not only help but also hurt LNG demand outside the marine transportation sector. If the IMO standards leave significant amounts of dirt-cheap high-sulfur fuel oil on the market after 2020, then some countries that would otherwise be incentivized to switch from oil to LNG in electricity generation could decide to use cheap fuel oil instead of LNG for some time—at least until refineries worldwide can adapt to the new market requirements. These could include countries in the Caribbean, as well as Saudi Arabia, where the primary reason for importing LNG would be to displace dirty and expensive oil in the power generation sector.

While most analyses on gas demand dynamics tend to focus on the electricity sector, which accounted for the vast bulk of gas demand growth over the past two decades, we note an important shift of future gas demand growth away from power generation and toward industry in the coming decades. Both the IEA and BP highlighted this trend in their latest energy outlooks, predicting that the industrial sector will be the primary driver of global gas demand growth through 2040, especially in the period between 2016 and 2025. Industrial gas demand is fueled by continuing industrialization in developing Asia, the expansion of gas-based petrochemical industries in North America and the Middle East, and policy-driven fuel switching in many parts of the world. At the same time, further gas demand growth is held back by competition from both coal and renewables in the power generation sector, at least in the medium term. This shift of gas consumption growth from power to industry could have important implications for the flexibility and price sensitivity of gas demand, as natural gas use in industry tends to be less exposed to substitution and price-based competition than in the electricity sector.
Growing Competition from Renewables

For many years, natural gas was considered a natural ally to renewables in the transition to a low-carbon economy. This natural alliance between gas and renewables in the power generation sector is increasingly tenuous, as renewable cost declines continue at a rapid pace, and utility-scale renewables now regularly beat gas-fired projects in competitive power auctions in many parts of the world. An upcoming CGEP study, for example, will examine why natural gas demand can turn out to be much lower than expected in the Middle East. Among the most important factors that can slow demand growth is the rapid deployment of renewable energy sources across the region (alongside slower GDP growth and continuing subsidy reforms).

Flexible gas-fired power plants are uniquely well suited to balancing the daily intermittency of wind and solar PV in particular. But grid-scale battery storage, whose costs are also declining rapidly, and proliferating electric vehicles, whose batteries can also be used as a grid asset, can soon erode the cost advantages of gas-fired backup generators around the world. The role of gas in balancing the seasonal variability (as opposed to the daily intermittency) of renewable energy sources is much less threatened by cheap battery storage. But this requirement can also be met with other fuel sources, including coal and nuclear plants, and it is only substantial in geographies where the winters are significantly colder and darker than the summers, such as in Northern Europe, North America, and Northeast Asia. Several countries in these regions are important early adopters of renewables and remain future growth markets for wind and solar. But a significant share of future renewable deployment will take place in regions where this seasonal variability is much less pronounced, including in Southeast Asia and the Middle East. California and South Australia—also reasonably sunny places all year round—have already drawn up plans to shift to a predominantly renewables-based electricity system in the not too distant future, though both plans have suffered some setbacks in recent months. California’s 100 percent renewable electricity target (by 2045) has stalled in the legislative process, while South Australia’s 75 percent renewable generation goal (by 2025) is now in limbo, following the election of a new state government in March 2018.

This does not mean that gas-fired backup generation will disappear anytime soon. In fact, gas-fired power could very well gain popularity for its flexibility in a future electricity system that is dominated by renewables. But this supporting role alone does not guarantee long running hours and growing consumption for natural gas in electricity. Actual gas burn in the power sector will mostly depend on the fate of coal and nuclear generation rather than on any kind of “support” that renewable sources can provide to gas-fired generators in the future.

The New Industry Structure Continues to Evolve

In our commentary last year, we talked extensively about the traditional business model in the market for liquefied natural gas and how market forces (with a regulatory push here and there) are changing this model—for instance, by gradually eliminating so-called destination restrictions that have often prohibited buyers from reselling LNG cargoes at their discretion. This rigid model was dealt another blow by the Japanese competition authority in 2017, when
the Japan Fair Trade Commission ruled that new gas contracts are no longer allowed to have destination clauses. Though the decision left some uncertainties around existing contracts, Japanese buyers made it clear that they wish to get rid of destination restrictions sooner rather than later. Korea is widely expected to follow suit by ruling destination clauses illegal. The gradual removal of destination restrictions from Asian LNG contracts would boost trade and substantially increase market liquidity over time.

We also discussed the emergence of new players last year, with trading houses and portfolio players gaining a more prominent role on the supply side. Over the past year or so, something similar has started to unfold on the demand side as the Japanese JERA, the world’s largest LNG buyer, announced a cooperation deal on LNG trading with the French EDF. This will allow JERA to access the European natural gas market and play a more active role in LNG trading in the future, much like a traditional portfolio player. Governments are also stepping up their support for demand creation. JBIC, the Japanese export credit agency, has recently announced that it will support natural gas infrastructure—including LNG import terminals and gas-fired power plants—to the tune of $10 billion across Southeast Asia.\(^\text{12}\) The rationale for this move might be opportunistic—namely, to sell excess volumes that were contracted by Japanese firms. But the result, if successful, will be more future trade and opportunities to back out polluting fuel sources like coal and fuel oil in the power generation sectors across Southeast Asia. It is worth noting, though, that Japanese financial institutions (together with Chinese and Korean ones) are also actively bankrolling coal-fired power projects in Southeast Asia,\(^\text{15}\) a worrisome trend in terms of GHG emissions and directly at odds with the aforementioned initiative to help develop downstream gas markets in the region.

As the uncertainties and risks are rising, and obtaining project financing with shorter and smaller contracts is increasingly difficult for the producers, the traditional portfolio players are also strengthening their position. They have two major advantages: access to low-cost capital and the ability to optimize sales (and manage risk) across vast portfolios of supply positions and downstream customers. The lack of buyer appetite for new long-term contracts has also inspired some business model innovation, with Tellurian leading the way in the United States. The company’s strategy is one of vertical integration: besides developing a large-scale liquefaction plant, it is also buying into upstream acreage, developing its own pipelines to supply the facility, and offering equity in the whole integrated operation to interested buyers. As it controls more of the value chain, the company plans to optimize costs and offer LNG at a more competitive price. It is too early to tell whether this model will succeed, but it offers one possible way to break the deadlock around LNG contracts and final investment decisions.

Fundamentally new business models, such as integrated LNG-to-power projects and “demand creation” by the suppliers via investments in downstream infrastructure (like JBIC’s investment in Asian import terminals or Trafigura’s and Gunvor’s investments in FSRU projects in Pakistan) are evolving in order to manage the enormous uncertainties and to find new market niches. LNG suppliers are beginning to realize that they should not simply sell gas, for which new buyers have little appetite, but provide supply solutions to their customers that can help solve complex energy challenges and allow gas to be competitive with the alternatives, including oil products, renewable energy sources, and even coal. Similarly, the uncertain outlook is forcing companies to keep project costs low, making future investments most likely...
in cost-advantaged geographies, such as Qatar, Russia, and the US Gulf Coast.

**From Oversupply to a Balanced LNG Market?**

Despite the recent physical tightness and the “conspicuous absence” of a long-predicted oversupply in the global LNG market, a period of structural—or, at a minimum, seasonal—surplus is still more likely than not in the next few years. Continuing demand growth can cause the surplus period to be shorter than expected, however. Most new demand will probably come from China, India, and Southeast Asia, but existing and emerging LNG buyers in other parts of the world can absorb additional supplies as well. It is relatively easy to see where supply will come from over the next three to five years, given the long lead times of new projects. The demand side is much harder to predict, as LNG importers can respond more quickly to favorable market conditions. This is in part because many existing importers have substantial unused import capacities, in part because new importers can now enter the market relatively quickly thanks to FSRUs and small-scale LNG distribution (at least where downstream demand is readily available), and in part because government policies provide an extra boost to gas demand creation in some key LNG growth markets, most notably in China and India.

An ongoing expansion of demand coupled with a lack of final investment decisions on the supply side could very well lead to a tight market by the early 2020s. But because there is so much gas waiting on the sidelines ready to be tapped, the LNG market may be undergoing a fundamental change that could smooth out supply waves and cycles of tightness and oversupply. Historically, the LNG market by its very nature was bound to be highly cyclical, given the long time lag between investment and production. This made the LNG market susceptible to supply waves followed by periods of a sharp drop in FIDs. But we may have reached a point where there are enough incremental growth opportunities in the system—including backfill opportunities, expansion trains, and smaller FLNG projects—that the expansion of supply no longer has to be so sharply cyclical. If competing next-wave projects can be brought to the market in a more or less gradual fashion, then we might see something we haven’t seen for a while: a more or less balanced LNG market for some time in the 2020s, without too much capacity coming online at once (in the form of another supply wave) but always enough new supply available before the market would become too tight. If this comes to pass, then the next supply wave might not be a wave at all but a more or less gradual expansion of export capacity, in line with anticipated (and flexibly evolving) demand growth. The alternative is another boom-and-bust cycle and a lose-lose situation for buyers and sellers alike. In the absence of timely investments in new capacity, a supply gap could emerge by the early 2020s, and high prices would temporarily destroy demand before suppliers can respond to the shortfall. Some analysts suggest that the global LNG industry has already run out of time to ramp up investment in new liquefaction capacity, and a supply crunch is all but inevitable in the early 2020s.14

**Russia Looms Large in the New Global Gas Order**

With the onset of the current wave of LNG supply—and the start of US LNG exports in particular—many expected Russia’s market position to weaken in the global gas market. Yet
while the country was unquestionably late to the LNG game,\textsuperscript{16} it is now belatedly emerging as a major LNG exporter, its position in its traditional European markets is stronger than commonly appreciated, and its eastern strategy (with the Power of Siberia pipeline at its center) is now back on track after years of equivocation and delays on both sides.

Until last year, Russia, the largest pipeline exporter in the world by a large margin, had only one operational LNG terminal, the Sakhalin 2 project in the country’s far east. In 2016, Russia accounted for less than 5 percent of global LNG trade and was only the seventh-largest LNG exporter in the world, one place behind Trinidad and Tobago. Russia’s LNG fortunes started to change at the end of 2017, however, when the Yamal LNG terminal started commercial operations in the Russian Arctic. Thanks to the combination of Chinese financing and European technology, Novatek managed to complete the project on time and on budget, despite the harsh operating environment in the Yamal Peninsula and tough US sanctions against the company. Novatek is already planning a second LNG megaproject (Arctic LNG 2) in the vicinity of its first plant with the ultimate aim of creating a “major LNG production center in the Russian Arctic zone that will rival Qatar, Australia and the United States,” according to the company’s CFO.\textsuperscript{17} Gazprom has its own list of LNG projects, with Baltic LNG and a third liquefaction train at Sakhalin 2 being the most likely candidates for eventual completion, but the company has a mixed record in converting lofty plans into actual LNG projects. Nevertheless, Yamal LNG will already cement Russia’s position as the fourth-biggest LNG producer in the world (after Qatar, Australia, and the US) over the coming years. With all the additional plans, Russia could even challenge America for the number three spot sometime in the latter half of the next decade, though this is more of a distant possibility rather than our baseline expectation at the moment. After a late start, Russia may yet emerge as an LNG behemoth.

Meanwhile, Russia’s position in the European pipeline gas market is strong, at least for the moment. While there has been a great deal of discussion about a potential price war for market share between Gazprom and US LNG in the European market, the truth is that Gazprom has what it views as a comfortably high share of its future exports locked up in long-term take-or-pay contracts, which will guarantee it a minimum delivery of 130 bcm (12.6 Bcf/d) until at least the early 2020s.\textsuperscript{18} Similar long-term commitments to Europe’s other traditional pipeline and LNG suppliers leave little room for flexible LNG to contest in the very near future, although structural demand growth (thanks largely to coal and nuclear plant closures) and declining production (especially after the phaseout of production at the Groningen gas field) will boost import requirements and create ample room for competition between Russian gas and LNG in Europe over the longer term. Gazprom could seek to tap into its huge spare capacity and capture further market share in Europe at the expense of higher-cost flexible sources like LNG. But Gazprom has little appetite to sacrifice profitability, and waging a price war in pursuit of greater market share seems unlikely at the moment. It is worth noting that even though Gazprom’s exported volumes reached record highs in 2017, its revenues remained subdued as a result of low oil and gas prices. Domestically, Gazprom faces stiff competition from “independent” companies like Rosneft and Novatek, which are also eager to challenge Gazprom in the export market. Nevertheless, we do not anticipate Gazprom’s monopoly on pipeline gas exports to Europe to be lifted in the foreseeable future.
Russia's eastern strategy also appears to be back on track. After years of slow progress and widely anticipated delays, the Power of Siberia pipeline, which will connect Russia's largely untapped gas reserves in Eastern Siberia with the Chinese market, is now expected to begin deliveries by the end of 2019. This is in line with the original schedule, though the ramp-up to full capacity could still be stretched out into the 2020s. China's record-breaking gas demand growth last year probably played a role in CNPC’s decision to speed up construction on the Chinese side of the border. Russian pipeline gas, which must have seemed an expensive proposition for China throughout much of the past three years, now suddenly appears in high demand again, especially after the northern and central parts of China experienced severe natural gas shortages earlier this winter.

**Oil and Gas Prices Could Diverge Again**

There are very few certainties around global gas markets these days. But Henry Hub prices anchored firmly around $3 per MMBtu for a very long time come as close as it gets to a near-universal consensus in an otherwise highly uncertain market. Remarkably, the EIA's Annual Energy Outlook now projects Henry Hub prices staying within a very narrow range around $3 per MMBtu (in real terms) through 2050 in the high oil and gas resource scenario, which has historically been a better predictor of gas supply dynamics than the agency’s reference case.

These low US prices can increasingly feed into global LNG pricing, especially at times of seasonal or structural surplus, as a substantial volume of “homeless” LNG from US terminals can be economically sold for Henry Hub plus the variable cost of delivery. Near-term LNG price expectations are accordingly subdued, as well-supplied LNG markets can keep spot prices in check for the next couple of years, though seasonal upswings remain a distinct possibility even in well-supplied markets, as was vividly demonstrated this winter. In the longer term, US LNG will likely be the marginal source of new supply, and the full cost of bringing additional American LNG capacity to the global market—at around $7–8 per MMBtu—should temper global LNG price expectations even on a longer-term horizon.

At the same time, oil prices have taken a marked upward turn since 2016 (especially since mid-2017), and expectations of a “lower for longer” oil price environment have given way to skepticism about the ability of US shale to keep global oil prices capped at relatively low levels in the face of sustained OPEC and non-OPEC production cuts, booming global demand, and a looming production collapse in Venezuela. While we make no attempt here to predict the future trajectory of oil and gas prices, we wish to point out that near-term fundamentals are already pushing global oil and LNG spot prices in the opposite direction, and this trend seems more likely than not to persist over the coming years.

If oil and gas prices markedly diverge, then oil-linked gas and LNG contracts could once again come under pressure, especially in Asia, where oil-indexation remains the predominant gas-pricing mechanism. India’s state-controlled LNG buyers (Petronet and GAIL) are already leading the charge in renegotiating long-term oil-indexed LNG contracts with the blessing of the Indian government. Over the past two years, these companies have successfully extracted price concessions from three of India’s main LNG suppliers—RasGas (now Qatargas), ExxonMobil, and Gazprom. Korea's KOGAS has recently made some headlines.
by taking Woodside to arbitration over pricing terms in a medium-term LNG contract with Australia’s North West Shelf project. Korean, Chinese, and Japanese buyers could push for further adjustments of pricing terms in their oil-indexed LNG contracts—if not through arbitration, then through normal price review procedures or when a host of legacy contracts come up for renewal in the near future.

Diverging crude and Henry Hub prices could also bring back the appeal of Henry Hub-linked LNG contracts at a fortuitous time for second-wave US LNG projects. New long-term LNG contracts were few and far between in the last three years, and buyer interest in long-term Henry Hub-indexed offtake volumes from US liquefaction projects has all but dried up completely. The first months of 2018, however, have seen renewed buyer appetite for long-term Henry Hub-based contracts, as Cheniere first signed a 15-year contract with Trafigura in January and then a 25-year deal with CNPC only a few weeks later. Confidence in persistently cheap US gas—and deep uncertainties around the medium-term oil price trajectory—could facilitate similar deals in the near future. New Henry Hub-indexed contracts could come at a particularly opportune time for new US liquefaction projects, as their sponsors would need to reach final investment decisions within the next 24 months or so, if they want to hit the next anticipated market window around 2022–2023.

Diverging oil and gas prices could also trigger additional fuel switching between oil and gas, particularly in the power generation sector. Despite decades of environmental regulations and poor economics, about 100 countries still use oil or petroleum products for power generation today. Of these countries, at least a few dozen have large enough demand to displace oil with regular LNG cargoes, and now-ubiquitous FSRUs have substantially lowered the barrier for oil-to-gas switching in these places. No country has bigger potential to displace oil with gas than Saudi Arabia, which burns about 0.8 million barrels per day of crude oil and petroleum products in its electricity sector, an environmentally harmful and economically wasteful practice that has persisted for decades. After years of resisting the idea of natural gas imports, Saudi Aramco is now gearing up to import LNG and shopping around for so-called gas-development-and-import deals in Russia, East Africa, and the United States.

**Future Risk: Will LNG Become a Four-Letter Word?**

The LNG industry has so far managed to steer clear of the public backlash, environmental opposition, and divestment campaigns that have targeted upstream oil and gas operations—particularly those associated with hydraulic fracturing, methane emissions, and induced earthquakes—as well as the coal industry. But a handful of recent developments indicate that the LNG sector should not rest comfortably on its exceptional safety record and relatively uncontroversial position (between upstream production and final combustion) in the natural gas supply chain. Two possible areas of concern for the industry should be operational safety and backlash against certain types of LNG projects in the financing community.

A recent leak and the subsequent shutdown of two storage tanks at the Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana—the first US export terminal in the lower 48 states to enter service—is a reminder that LNG is a hazardous material. Though the two tanks at Sabine Pass were safely taken out of service in February 2018, a more serious future incident involving an LNG tanker, a
liquefaction plant, or a regasification terminal could not only damage the reputation of the entire industry but also mobilize environmental opposition to LNG developments around the world, particularly in areas where public opposition to energy infrastructure is already strong, such as British Columbia or the US West Coast. It is nearly forgotten now, but the great Cleveland fireball—the last major LNG-related accident on American soil, which killed 128 people in 1944—set back commercial LNG developments for nearly 20 years in the early days of natural gas liquefaction. More recently, the natural gas leak from the Aliso Canyon storage facility in Southern California between October 2015 and February 2016—the biggest methane leak in US history—prompted California to look more aggressively for alternatives to natural gas-fired generation, including battery storage, distributed energy resources, and a greater share of renewables in the state’s electricity mix.

Thus far fossil fuel divestment campaigns have largely spared the global LNG industry. But in October 2017, BNP Paribas, a major French project finance lender, announced that it would no longer provide financing for LNG projects that “predominantly liquefy and export gas from shale.” The bank will also cease financing Arctic exploration and production projects and stop doing business with shale and oil sands-focused companies altogether. These measures appear to target American, Canadian, and potentially Russian LNG liquefaction projects in particular. Though the withdrawal of BNP, a midsized player ranking number 15 in the LNG project finance league table in 2017, will not mean that LNG projects in these areas will remain without financing, it is nonetheless significant for a number of reasons. Western European and Japanese banks have traditionally played a dominant role in LNG project financing. If the French government’s recent—largely symbolic—decision to ban all oil and gas production on its territories by 2040 is any indication of the mood in Western Europe, then other large project finance banks with large customer-facing retail operations might very well follow BNP’s lead and abandon LNG projects with undesirable sustainability characteristics. (The Dutch ING and ABN Amro banks are similarly large project finance players, and attitudes toward hydrocarbons in the Netherlands are hardly more supportive than in France). If lenders started differentiating between projects based on geography or the source of feed gas, for example, then the competitive landscape for the next wave of liquefaction projects could be redrawn, and US projects in particular could find themselves at a relative disadvantage. Cleaning up the environmental footprint (and the public image) of shale gas could turn out to be more important for LNG developers than to upstream operators in America, as the former group depends more heavily on the moral proclivities of overseas lenders for its financing than the latter.

Geopolitics Is Alive and Well in Natural Gas Trade

Analysts have long argued that the maturing of the global gas market will make natural gas trade less prone to monopolistic behavior, pipeline politics, and geopolitical blackmail. This does not mean, however, that geopolitics is disappearing from natural gas dealings altogether. If the events of the past 12 months are any guide, then geopolitics is here to stay when it comes to natural gas trade.

Nord Stream 2 in Europe is one of the most heavily politicized gas pipeline projects of all times, with the EU Commission, certain EU member states, and the US State Department lined
up against Gazprom, the Russian government, and certain other EU member states led by Germany. Poland seems determined to end its own Russian pipeline gas imports from 2022, despite the higher cost of alternatives like gas imported through the Baltic Pipe, an undersea pipeline project linking Poland with gas fields in the North Sea via Denmark. Relations between Russia and Ukraine remain tense, and it is not clear what will follow the current gas transit agreement once it expires in 2019.

Qatar, the world’s largest LNG exporter, has been under an economic blockade by its GCC neighbors since June 2017. The planned addition of three megatrain projects in Qatar will likely involve supermajor partners, and political considerations might very well play into the selection process, as Qatargas will likely be looking for partners who can act as “flag carriers” in capitals around Europe and the United States amid the difficult geopolitical situation in the region. Should Saudi Aramco eventually commit to LNG imports, its choice of LNG suppliers and project participation—be it in the United States, Russia, or elsewhere (all of those suppliers far more distant than its blockaded neighbor Qatar)—could signal important geopolitical shifts and new strategic priorities. Meanwhile, Iran’s vast natural gas export potential may well remain largely unrealized due to the looming threat of US sanctions. Drillships along the coast of Cyprus are threatened by Turkish gunboats, and Israel and Egypt have recently underpinned their newfound strategic alignment with a $15 billion natural gas supply deal from Israel’s Tamar and Leviathan fields in the Eastern Mediterranean.

The natural gas trade between the United States and Mexico is now interlaced with geopolitical risk, at least from the Mexican perspective, and the Trump administration’s energy dominance agenda has brought a geopolitical dimension to US natural gas exports. Non-energy policies like sanctions and trade restrictions could be especially potent tools to continue to politicize natural gas trade in the months and years ahead. Overall, it does not seem to us that the experts who have dedicated their professional careers to studying the geopolitics of natural gas will be out of a job anytime soon, regardless of the development of a more integrated global gas market.

**Reduce Costs, at All Cost**

In parallel with a broader energy transition toward cleaner sources of energy, the global gas market is undergoing its own transition—from a rigid, largely regional model to a more flexible and more competitive global market structure. Growing demand and healthy seasonal prices should not mislead anyone: what lies ahead is a disruptive, highly competitive, and deeply uncertain future for the gas sector, as well as for the rest of the global energy industry. Further market transformations and even deeper shifts are likely to follow, and many of these will be impossible to foresee (just as most analysts failed to predict China’s booming demand growth last year or the amazing rise of new LNG importers in the years before). The only thing that seems certain is that gas will have to compete fiercely with other energy sources for both market share and financing. The only way to survive in this competition is to become as adaptable, flexible, and environmentally acceptable as possible; look for new business models and creative solutions to structure major infrastructure projects; work hard to gain—and sustain—public support for greater natural gas use; and ultimately offer a competitive product to consumers around the world. Welcome to the new global gas order!
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